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Intensity is written for four flutes amplified by playing into separate mics that will allow live adjustment of the
proximity to the mic. Quadraphonic amplification will clarify the many close canons as well as heighten the
overall intensity.

Portrait Sequence (Blanching Out) is built around the question, “What would happen if we did not strike
percussion instruments, but instead allowed them to vocalize?” Although it turns out that they can’t sing very
well, with an affectionate touch, they can growl, snarl, wheeze, gasp, moan, and croak. Instruments that
seemed literally far removed from innate, bodily music-making — that were only as useful as far as they
could be hit with a foot-long stick — become prostheses for primal expression: visceral, ghastly, and
heaving, but also fluent, articulate, and sensitive.

Lost Touch with Onesself
I had a conversation with my teacher about one of American painter Jackson Pollock’s famous quotes: “It is
only when I lose contact with the painting that the result is a mess. Otherwise there is pure harmony, an easy
give and take, and the painting comes out well.” My teacher disagreed with it, because he thought in music
it is different. In music, one can always go back and retrace oneself, but in painting you can’t. What
interested me was “what if the work itself is just about getting lost?”

In this piece, new sounds/materials/ideas keep penetrating the already established sound world and
eventually taking over of it. This process happens over and over again; instead of following directions on the
map, it is more like one is really “lost” and being taken by what comes next.

Eosphorus (pronounced ee’ – ahs – fer – uhs) was an ancient Greek deity, personifying the morning star
and the daughter of the dawn. Her sighting in the eastern sky would herald the coming of Helios, who
brought light to the day with his golden chariot of the sun. Over the horizon in the early morning hours,
Eosphorus humbly shines, and as the dawn slowly subsides to the majestic sunrise, she struggles to continue
illuminating the eastern sky. After one final attempt to retain her place in the heavens, Eosphorus loses her
primacy in a blaze of glory, as the sun’s light overwhelms the little star.

Shape Study: Music for Metamorphoses for fixed media was written at the end of 2008 for the Lewis
University Theater Department production of Mary Zimmerman’s Metamorphoses. An adaptation of Ovid’s
eponymous narrative poem, this production of Zimmerman’s play was directed by Dr. Kevin Trudeau.
Although the composition is, on one hand, intended to serve as a prelude to the production of this play, it is
also hoped that the work stands by itself as an independent electroacoustic composition.

Cellgames 2.0
Most of us have played versions of the traditional “shell game”, in which an object is placed under a cup,
shell or hand, with the purpose of the game being to guess where that object is hidden. Cellgames 2.0
involves the musical manipulation of a few motivic “cells” which are moved around, transformed and
“hidden” in different places throughout the piece. In the first part of the piece, the musical “cells” are
presented in various arrangements. As these “cells” continue to unfold, the piece gains momentum, cells
combine to create longer melodic lines, and various rhythmic patterns present mutated forms of the basic
cells. The “2.0" in the title refers to the fact that this piece is actually based on material from an earlier
trumpet ensemble piece of mine, appropriately titled Cellgame.


